Last Centuries Revolution:
The Tree of Life Marked for Ever in its
Stump
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Dr. Benjamin Wagener, September 23rd, 2018.
I would like here to shed some light of some Bio-logical consequences of the Revolution that
has known our World during the last Centuries.
The last Centuries may appear has a special ring in the stump of the Tree of Life not only as
special season but more as an environmental disruption.
It is quite obvious from a evolutionist point of view that the very fast changes in all the areas of
our lives, as well as of our environment, will bring some important changes at the bio-logical side and
especially with respect to DNA. This is logically true for Human Beings, this is also logically obvious
for all living species on Earth.
We are beginning to adapt to our new environment at all levels, the consequences for the Biology will be a direct consequential evolution.
The scale of the environmental upset is such that it is for the moment impossible to tell anything
of what it will lead to. Impossible to tell if it will weaken us or strengthen us. Impossible to tell which
kind of character will be privileged, the current period of time is somehow a period of emancipation
and shuffling.
But what is certain is that we are experimenting a radical shift in all the aspects of our
environment that will make the human genome evolve in a way or an other. It will appear in our
genome as a very special ring in a tree stump.
More generally, all species on Earth are under this abrupt shift and as such this is every life
form that will undergo such evolutionary shift.
It could be interesting to take some note of the various aspects of our genes now and to compare
it in the next centuries.
A point, however, I would like to stressed, is that the current aspects of our World are not that
safe with respect to proper genomic evolution. Many aspects of our current World are also deeply
disturbing some of the most fundamental and important aspects of proper genomic selection and
evolution.
The fact that sex for example now takes various perverted sights in all the area of the current
societies, represents on itself one of the most important dangers for a proper evolution. This breaks the
natural selection process at its core. The consequence of this simple fact, could be a serious weakening
of our genome. Coupled to the medical capabilities that also can undermined natural selection by the
consequent selection of unhealthy genes, those are aspects that could seriously weakens the health of
later generations. Those are points that should be considered seriously:
If we don’t take this danger and others as serious, the Human evolution could be first
broken in its most important aspects and second could lead to unhealthy development at a large scale.
We are in front of something completely new, that brings its potential dangers, we cannot know
for the moment what will be the consequences of this deeply shuffled readjustment to a completely new
and fundamentally unknown environment.

